Abstract
Introduction
How many language families are there in the world? Surprisingly, most linguists do not know. Estimates range from one (according to supporters of Proto-World) to as many as about 500. The goals of this paper are to address the question of how many language families there are in the world, and to consider what makes this question so difficult to answer. To break any suspense and to anticipate the conclusion here at the outset, let me report the answer here: 406 independent language families (including language isolates). However, this number is far from straightforward or conclusive, as we shall see. 
What does not count as a language family?
It will be helpful to begin by eliminating things that do not count for determining the number of language families. By convention, the following are not included in the lists of the world's language families.
Language surrogates
Excluded as language surrogates are whisted, drum(med) languages, codes (that convert language information into some other from of representation, e.g. Morse Code), and sign languages. In the literature on sign languages, "families" of sign languages are treated, but these are not counted in the overall number of language families in the world. This may seem unfortunate, but it is not inappropriate since the term "family" for sign languages typically describes a contact relationship rather than shared ancestry. Relatedness among sign languages is not determined, as with spoken languages, by showing descent from a common ancestor through the application of the comparative method. Rather, a sign language's membership in a "family" of sign languages reflects the sign language which has most influenced it; the "family" relationship is more about language contact (lateral transmission) and is not about descent from a common ancestor. For example, American Sign Language (ASL) is considered to belong to the French Sign Language (LSF) family, but ASL is not really a descendant of Old French Sign Language, but rather is the result of mixing of indigenous signs in the first American deaf schools with foreign French signs brought by teachers (Clark 2017: 13) .
Pidgin and creole languages
Traditionally, it has been held that pidgins are minimal contact languages used among groups for whom it is no one's native language, and that creoles develop from pidgins when they acquired native speakers (when children of parents who use pidgin grow up with pidgin as their first language). Creoles are said to stem from multiple parent languages, with most of the lexicon from a lexifier language and parts of the grammar from a 'substrate' languages. In this view, creoles present a problem for classification, since genealogical classification of languages permits one and only one parent per language. Thomason and Kaufman's (1988) proposed solution to the problem was that only languages that have a single parent qualify for classification into language families. Creoles, in this view, are not changed forms of a single parent language; they do not arise in direct transmission from one speaker to another and they descend from more than one language, and are therefore disqualified from classification in terms of language families.
This traditional view of the origin of pidgins and creoles has been challenged in recent times by a number of scholars. Some do not believe that a creole must evolve from a prior pidgin. In their view, pidgins came about in trade contact among people who keep their native languages for everyday communication, while creoles developed in a different way, in colonies from non-standard varieties of mostly European languages whose speakers interacted intensely with plantation laborers and Mufwene 1996) . No doubt controversy concerning the origins and classification of creole languages will continue. In any event, creoles either do not count because they have multiple ancestors, or they do count but present no significant complication because they are regular members of the language family to which their chief lexifier language belongs.
Unclassified languages
An unclassified language is one for which there are not enough data available to be able classify it -these languages lack enough data for them to be compared meaningfully with other languages and therefore their possible kinship remains unknown, though some are sometimes inaccurately listed with language isolates. For language isolates, sufficient data do exist to compare them with other languages; they are not grouped in larger genetic classifications with any other language because these comparisons do not support any linguistic kinship with any other language.
There are a good number of unclassified, indeed unclassifiable, languages whose genetic affiliation is unknown, of two sorts.
The first are the extinct languages that are too poorly attested to be grouped with any other language or language family. A few examples include: It should be noted that some of these unclassified languages could also turn out to be language isolates and thus increase the world's total number of language families, if we had more data on them. However, without data we cannot know.
"Languages" known only from undeciphered scripts
For undeciphered scripts often there is speculation about what the language represented in a particular script may have been. However, usually we do not know what language the undeciphered scripts may represent. Thus the languages of these scripts are also "unclassified." They could represent known languages, or previously unknown languages that nevertheless belong to known language families, or they could belong to as yet unknown language families. Until and unless these scripts are deciphered, we will not know whether additional, previously uncounted language families are involved.
Some examples of undeciphered scripts are: the Byblos Syllabary, Cretan Hieroglyphs, Cypro-Minoan, Linear A (Minoan), Linear Elamite, and Proto-Elamite (tablets). (See Michalowski 2018 for discussion of several of these.)
Constructed languages (artificial languages)
Also not included in lists of language families are constructed languages such as Esperanto, Ido, Interlingua, Volapük; Quenya, Sindarin; Klingon, Na'vi, Dothraki, Parseltongue, etc.
Glossolalia ("speaking in tongues")
In glossolalia people appear to speak in languages unknown to them, involving incomprehensible "speech" that is often associated with trance states and religious ecstasy. Although glossolalia is often associated with specific varieties of Christianity, speaking in tongues is attested in various other religions around the world. These are not real languages by linguistic criteria.
Animal communication systems
All species communicate, in some fashion or another, visual, auditory, or olfactory, but only human language counts for language families. 
What does count as a language family?
A language family is the set of languages for which there is sufficient evidence to show that they descend from a common ancestor. Language isolates are also language families, but have only one member language, not related to any other language or language family. The ultimate number of language families in the world is the set of independent families (including isolates) that cannot reliably be shown to be related to any other language family.
The following represents what approaches a consensus among experts of the language families in the historical linguistics of the different regions.
Africa (42)
North America (54) Thus, the total of language families in the world is c. 406. Of these 406 language families, 94 are extinct -that is no language that is a member of these extinct families has any remaining native speakers. These extinct families are marked with an asterisk (*) after them in the lists above. This means that 23.2% of the linguistic diversity of the world, calculated in terms of language families, is now lost. Many other language families will also soon become extinct, as the last surviving languages in these families lose their last speakers.
However, this list is far from definitive, though close to representing consensus views for the various regions. Opinion varies even among specialists at times. One area of difference is that some scholars reject certain proposals of relatedness among certain languages that others find more convincing. (For discussion of the methods of establishing distant genetic relationships, see Campbell and Poser 2008 .) Sometimes scholars differ over whether a language should be considered unclassified or whether there is enough attestation to classify it. When the data suggest that it cannot be related to any other language, then they consider it language isolate, which then increases the ultimate number of language families they would count. In what follows, for illustration's sake, I mention some of the cases that have been classified differently at times in the literature.
One example is Aranama (connected with Tamique), which shows up often in lists of the language families of North America. It was a language at the Franciscan mission of Espíritu Santo de Zúñiga, founded on the lower Guadalupe River in Texas in 1726. The entire attestation is one single word and one two-word phrase: himiyána 'water' and Himiána tsýi! 'Give me water!', recorded by Albert Gatschet in 1884 from a Tonkawa man, Old Simon, who also gave a short vocabulary of Karankawa (another Texas language). Old Simon called this language Hanáma or Háname (Gatschet 1884); the only people from the area who had a name similar to this were known as the Aranama, Saranames, or Jaranames. Calusa (of Florida) is also often listed as a language isolate, although, as Mithun (2018) explains, the language is known from only about a dozen words from 1575 from a Spanish captive among the Calusa and from 50-60 place names. Early accounts report that Calusa was distinct from other languages of the area. As Mithun (2018: 193) says, "with such a small record, however, its [Calusa's] status cannot be confirmed." It is best considered unclassified.
Cañar-Puruhá (Ecuador) is often listed as a language family with two members, Cañar (Cañari) and Puruhá (Puruguay). However, both languages are extinct with very little attestation on which to base comparisons (Adelaar and Muysken 2004: 396-7) . The status of this putative family, therefore, is unclear.
Gumuz (in the Ethiopian-Sudan border area) is often treated as a branch of putative Nilo-Saharan, though this is unsubstantiated. It has also been considered a language isolate, though Blench (2018: 177) now considers it to be related to Koman languages (part of "Nilo-Saharan").
Hruso (Hruso-Aka) of Arunachal Pradesh, India was long assumed to be a Tibeto-Burman language (Sino-Tibetan family), though it is now thought actually to be a language isolate. Words that Hruso (Hruso-Aka) shares with Tibeto-Burman languages appear to be loans, and there is insufficient evidence in the rest of the lexicon to support a Tibeto-Burman (Sino-Tibetan) affiliation. (cf. Glottolog, http:// glottolog.org/resource/languoid/id/hrus1242, accessed 12-3-2017.)
The status of extinct Kwadi (of Angola) is uncertain. Güldemann (2004 Güldemann ( , 2008 argued that Kwadi is part of Khoe, i.e. Central Khoisan, although evidence for this is not straightforward. Blench (2018: 181) believes Kwadi's affliation cannot be resolved.
Kujarge (on the Chad-Sudan border), often listed as a language isolate, is best considered unclassified. Blench (2018: 181) mentions that "the exiguous nature of the dataset is to be regretted." Since it is unlikely that more data will become available, Kujarge's classification remains unresolved.
Long extinct Meroitic (from the First Cataract of the Nile to the Khartoum area in Sudan) was usually unclassified or often treated as a language isolate, though a number of hypotheses of proposed relationships were made, usually grouping it somehow with "Nilo-Saharan." Rilly and De Voogt (2012) argue that it was a relative of Nubian, and this view has gained much acceptance. Others would be happy to leave it as an unclassified language, due to the limited amount of data and the difficulty of interpreting it.
Minkin (unclassified, in Australia), though often listed among Australian language groups, is too poorly described to be classified. Inconclusive evidence points towards possible connections with Tangkic. (Bowern 2018: 324.) Ongota (Birale) (in Ethiopia). Various scholars have offered varied hypotheses for the affiliation of Ongota, including that it is a language isolate. Blench (2018: 178) considers them all uncertain, but believes the proposed Afroasiatic connection to be the most likely. Here, it is left as of the present as unclassified.
Various different classifications of Shabo (Ethiopia) have been made, including considering it a language isolate. However, the language is unclassified, due to the small amount of available data (Blench 2018: 177) .
A clarification of terms is also in order before we go on. Various terms intended to distinguish more inclusive from less inclusive groupings have been used in the lit- erature, but they are confusing, since at the higher levels these terms very often refer to hypothesized but unsubstantiated "families" of languages. These postulated but unproven distant genetic relationships are sometimes referred to in the literature by the terms stock, phylum, and the compounding element 'macro-' (as in M acro-Penutian, Macro-Siouan, etc.) . Though these terms have been controversial, they need not complicate the count of the total number of language families in the world. The entities called 'stock', 'phylum', and 'macro-' would be bona fide language families if they could be established (demonstrated) and would then be counted among the world's language families, but they are not language families if the evidence presented in their support is insufficient to show that the languages involved are related. Therefore, any entity whose component languages or language groups are definitely related, regardless of its age or of the number of branches it may have, is simply a language family. Proposed but unsubstantiated hypotheses of relationships are not language families but rather are just 'proposed (postulated) distant genetic relationships' and do not count as language families. The question of how to determine whether languages not yet known to be related to one another may be distantly related is much debated. There is disagreement about the total number of independent language families in the world because of differing opinions about the status of proposed but unconfirmed possible distant genetic relationships (see Campbell and Poser 2008 for the methods for establishing kinship among distantly related languages and for evaluating hypotheses of remote relationship).
It should be pointed out, also, that there are many more language isolates than most people, including most linguists, are aware of -162 total. That is 39.9% of the world's c.406 language families. (See Campbell 2018 for details.) Of these language isolates, 60 are extinct (37%). Many others are highly endangered.
Complications and additional considerations
In addressing our ultimate question -the number of language families in the world-we also need to take into consideration several sorts of "unknowns," to which I turn now.
Uncontacted groups
One reason that the exact number of distinct language families is not known has to do with the "uncontacted" peoples around the world, especially in Amazonia. It was estimated in 2013 that there were some 100 uncontacted groups around the world, most in South America, but some also in Papua New Guinea, Central Africa, and elsewhere (Holmes 2013) . However, the number of uncontacted groups is not known, and reports and estimates vary greatly. For example, the website of FUNAI (Fundação Nacional do Índio [National Indian Foundation] in Brazil) reports that currently 107 groups of índios isolados (isolated indigenous groups) are registered in Amazonia (www.funai.gov.br/index.php/nossas-acoes/povos-indigenas-isolados-ede-recente-contato), though officials at FUNAI (personal communication) indicate that they are currently tracking only 27 totally uncontacted groups. The language spoken by a few of these groups is known (or strongly suspected), but in most cases it is not known whether the uncontacted groups speak varieties of already identified languages, languages currently unknown but which belong to known language families, or languages representing as yet unknown language families (possibly language isolates).
Unclassified languages
As mentioned above, it is necessary to distinguish unclassified languages from language isolates and language families. (See above for examples.) Because we are unable to classify a good number of languages that fall into this class, it is simply not possible currently to know the number of independent language families in the world.
Why is answering the question of how many language families there are
in the world so difficult?
The answer to this question is complicated by a number of theoretical and methodological questions fundamental to historical linguistics, to which I now turn.
Is the family tree model flawed?
Some scholars have taken a skeptical view of the validity of the family tree (S tammbaum) (and the applicability of the comparative method) stemming from beliefs about the extent of convergence or confounding possible in language contact situations. This raises the question, can linguistic diffusion be a serious challenge to determining linguistic genealogical relationships? Or, put differently, how successful in difficult cases can we be at distinguishing inheritance from borrowing? Jakobson (1938) offered a solution to the old debate about the possibility of multiple origins for a single language, that is, to the question about the utility of the family tree model in situations of areal diffusion: "La similitude de structure ne s'oppose donc pas, mais se superpose à la 'parenté originaire' des langues" (Jakobson 1949 (Jakobson [1938 : 353). He called for adequate description of shared traits without premature generalizations about whether they owe their explanation to a genetic relationship or diffusion. This is sound advice. It is not possible adequately to understand diffusion fully without knowing the genetic affiliation of the languages involved and vice versa, it is not possible to account fully for what is inherited without proper attention to what is diffused. That is, it is not two distinct, opposed, and antagonistic points of view that are involved, but rather both are needed; they work in concert.
Some who question the family tree model seem not to understand this. For example, we see declarations of the following sort:
The original motivation of both [areal linguistics and language typology] was the insufficiency of the genetic Stammbaum model for the study of relationships among languages (Dahl 2001 (Dahl : 1456 Areal linguistics was originally inspired by the insufficiency of genetic relationships as an explanation for similarities between languages, in particular, by the recognition of grammatical and phonological similarities which were due to language contact (Dahl 2001 (Dahl : 1457 There are misconceptions here. The goal of the historical linguist is to answer the question, what happened?, whether it be due to inheritance, diffusion, or a combination of both. To answer this question, both the inherited and the diffused must be dealt with. To test any hypothesis of genetic inheritance, it is necessary to demonstrate that it fits the facts better than alternative possible explanations, borrowing being principal among possible alternatives. Similarly, for any hypothesis of borrowing, it is necessary to demonstrate that other possible explanations do not provide a better answer, the possibility of inheritance from a common ancestor being a possible alternative explanation. Many of the errors seen today in both proposals of distant genetic relationships and in proposals that champion diffusion stem from not testing other possible explanations sufficiently before drawing conclusions in particular cases.
Some scholars in their enthusiasm for diffusion and convergence in language contact go so far as to call for alternative models and methods:
The family tree model, while appropriate and useful in many circumstances, is not applicable everywhere and cannot explain every type of relationship between languages. We need a more inclusive model, which integrates together the ideas of the family tree and of diffusion area (Dixon 1997: 28) .
To reconstruct the history of a language adequately, a model is needed which is significantly more sophisticated than the family tree based on the use of the comparative method. It needs to incorporate the diffusion and layering process as well as other language-contact phenomena such as convergence, metatypy and hybridization. The desideratum is a synthesis of all the processes that affect language formation and development (Chappell 2001: 354) .
Plainly, an alternative model is needed (Dixon 2002: 31) .
However, most historical linguists see no need for a more inclusive integrative alternative model, since we already have methods and models that deal well with both the consequences of language contact and inheritance from a common ancestor. Inheritance and diffusion have always been of crucial importance in historical linguistics. Indeed, the comparative method is not at odds with borrowing; it is very often a major tool for detecting borrowings and thus arriving at an understanding of what is inherited and what is diffused in languages. As Watkins (2001: 59) explained, "the resilience and the power of the comparative method lies in its sensitivity to similarity due both to genetic filiation and areal diffusion alike." For example, Hübschmann (1875) demonstrated this "when he proved that Armenian was a separate branch of Indo-European, and not a dialect of Iranian as previously thought" (Watkins 2001: 59) . Armenian underwent massive influence from Iranian, but it was the application of the comparative method that revealed this as diffusion and not inheritance, and distinguished the borrowed Iranian elements from the native Armenian ones. The comparative method has been valuable in understanding the linguistic areas (diffusion zones) in which Indo-European languages participate: the Balkans, In some cases, however, it is impossible to distinguish inheritance from diffusion. Some see this as a major problem for the comparative method and as a challenge to the family tree model (e.g. Dixon 1997 Dixon , 2002 . However, this view is mistaken. It is not a flaw in the comparative method if in some cases we cannot reconstruct everything due to lack of evidence. The problem is with the kind and quantity of data available, not with the model or the method. Aikhenvald and Dixon (2001: 6-7) have claimed:
The family-tree metaphor [developed for Indo-European] has been taken over for other parts of the world in stark form, often as the sole model for relationships between [among] languages … Rather than asking whether a form of family tree is appropriate to the language situation in some newly studied region, it has often been simply assumed that it is. What began as a metaphor has been ascribed reality, and has acted to constrain enquiry along narrow lines. This can lead at best to a partial and at worst to a mistaken statement of language relationships (See also Aikhenvald and Dixon 2001: 4, 6, Dixon 2002) .
They seem to claim that traditional historical linguists believe that a mere diagram, used to reflect linguistic lines of descent, is the whole story and that these linguists confuse the diagram with the reality it is intended to reflect. Nevertheless, there is a reality which is not just a metaphor: languages can indeed be related to one another due to descent from a common ancestor and these relationships reflect an empirical reality. How one represents the reality (or hypotheses about the reality) graphically is not the issue. It is also not at issue that languages can borrow and undergo diffusion, changes which are also part of the traditional inquiry aimed at answering the question, what happened? As Sebeok (1950: 101) made clear, if some scholars limit their vision to only that which is inherited, too bad for them, but this is not an accurate characterization of what historical linguists do generally nor of the history of the field. The diagram, the family tree which attempts to depict inheritance and descent from an earlier common ancestor, is just one part of the larger story.
So what about cases where it is difficult or even impossible to determine whether shared traits are due to inheritance, diffusion, independent parallel development, or accident? The difficulty of distinguishing what is inherited from what is diffused is often mentioned by those who express doubts about the comparative method and genetic relationships among languages (cf. Aikhenvald 2001 : 190-1, Aikhenvald and Dixon 2001 : 1, Chappell 2001 : 335, 353-4, Dahl 2001 : 1456 . All retrospective sciences are faced with the same problem: we do our best with the evidence on hand, and sometimes that evidence does not allow definitive answers. However, fortunately in linguistics our methods have proven successful over and over at distinguishing instances of borrowing from inheritance. Because the methods have been so successful, we do not abandon them just because the evidence at hand is insufficient in some specific instance, just as we do not give up on an automobile's ability to transport us just because on some occasion the gasoline ran out. 
Why have typological comparisons sometimes led to erroneous hypotheses of language families?
One answer to this question is because typologically commonplace features have sometimes been mistakenly taken as sufficient evidence of relatedness among languages. However, comparison of grammatical traits that are typologically common and thus found with considerable frequency in the world's languages does nothing to enhance a proposal of genetic relationship.
This can be seen in the kinds of evidence first presented in support of the Altaic hypothesis. The core of the Altaic hypothesis holds that Turkic, Mongolian, and Tungusic are phylogenetically related. More extended versions include also Korean and Japanese, and sometimes Ainu in Altaic. The following are traits shared among these languages that are often cited in support of the Altaic hypothesis. Most of these shared features are commonplace typological traits which occur with frequency in unrelated languages of the world, and are therefore not strong evidence of relationship here. Several are also areal traits, shared by a number of other languages in surrounding regions, shared by diffusion and not reliable evidence of relatedness among languages.
1. Vowel harmony. Vowel harmony is typologically quite common, found with some frequency in languages around the world. As proposed evidence of genetic relationship, it violates the sound-meaning isomorphism requirement, that generally accepted principle which permits only comparisons that involve both sound and meaning together. Similarities in sound alone (for example, the presence of tonal systems in compared languages) or in meaning alone (for example, grammatical gender in the languages compared) are not reliable, since they often develop independently of genetic relationship, due to diffusion, accident and typological tendencies (see Greenberg 1957 Greenberg , 1963 . The principle is associated with Antoine Meillet; in Meillet's (1948 Meillet's ( [1921 : 90) words:
Chinese and a language of Sudan or Dahomey such as Ewe, for example, may both use short and generally monosyllabic words, make contrastive use of tone, and base their grammar on word order and the use of auxiliary words, but it does not follow from this that Chinese and Ewe are related, since the concrete detail of their forms does not coincide; only coincidence of the material means of expression is probative.
Vowel harmony is also an areal trait, diffused across various families of central and northern Eurasia. 2. SOV word order, with modifiers before heads. This is also commonplace typologically, and subject to areal diffusion. 3. Postposition. Postpositions correlate with SOV word-order languages and this is, thus, not an independent feature. It is also common typologically. 4. Agglutinative. This is also common typologically, also a common trait in this linguistic area. 5. Comparatives based on adjectives in ablative case. This is not uncommon typologically and is also correlated with SOV word order. 6. Relatively simple phoneme inventories, absence of initial consonant clusters. This is another trait which is not uncommon typologically, and is also found in other languages of the area. 7. No verb 'to have' for possession -very common cross-linguistically. 8. No articles, no gender. This, too, is commonplace. It also violates the soundmeaning isomorphism requirement for evidence of genetic relationship.
Why is it that human genetics and other non-linguistic fields cannot help determine phylogenetic relationships among languages?
An important principle of comparative linguistics permits only linguistic information, and no non-linguistic considerations, as evidence of phylogenetic relationship among languages (Greenberg 1957 (Greenberg , 1963 . As Gabelentz (1891: 157) put it, "the only sure means for recognizing a [genetic] relationship lies in the languages themselves." Shared cultural traits, mythology, folklore, technologies, and genes and human biological traits must be eliminated from arguments for linguistic kinship. The wisdom of this principle is seen in many failed proposals that were based on non-linguistic evidence. For example, some African classifications proposed that Ari (Omotic) belongs to either Nilo-Saharan or Sudanic "because the Ari people are Negroes," that Moru and Madi belong to Sudanic because they are located in central Africa, or that Fula is Hamitic because the Fulani herd cattle, are Moslems, and are tall and Caucasoid (Fleming 1987: 207) .
It is often assumed in recent work seeking correlations between languages and genes that somehow findings in human genetics may solve issues in the genealogical classification of languages. But the expectation of a direct association between language and genes, i.e. the assumption of parallel descent, co-evolution, is wrong (see Campbell 2015) . Those who make linguistic-human genetic comparisons needs to take seriously into account that while a person has only one set of genes (for life), a person can be multilingual, representing multiple languages, and that individuals (and communities) can abandon one language and adopt another, but people do not abandon their genes nor adopt new ones. Language shift (language replacement) is frequent; languages become extinct in populations which survive genetically. We cannot assume, a priori, that linguistic history and human biological history will correlate.
Non-linguistic considerations from archaeology, ethnohistory, human genetics, and so on can provide ideas about possible linguistic connections among the groups involved -that is, they can point towards hypotheses to be tested. However, evidence taken from these non-linguistic sources can never be probative, can never demonstrate linguistic kinship. Only linguistic evidence can show linguistic relationships.
What is the prognosis for discovering new family relationships among languages?
Most proposals of remote linguistic relationships have not been successful, usually either because the methods employed are inadequate or the evidence presented is insufficient to show that it could not be explained in other ways, or both. Nev-Instances abound of languages whose genetic affiliation was previously unknown but which now has been clearly demonstrated in more recent times, for example, the several newly discovered Dravidian languages, Austronesian with the Formosan branches of the family firmly established, clarification of various languages belonging to Sino-Tibetan, among many others.
Therefore, although future work on language relatedness and language classification should naturally be approached with caution, applying proper methods, there is every reason to feel optimistic about possible future discoveries.
Conclusions
The imprecise number of approximately 406 independent language families (including 162 language isolates) is as close as we can come now to answering the question, how many language families are there in the world? It is anticipated, however, that this number will change. Some of the known families will probably be adequately demonstrated to be related to other known families through additional comparative work on languages for which we already have documentation, reducing the total number of language families. Other discoveries may increase the number of language families. The languages of at least some of the uncontacted groups will become known sufficiently well for them to be compared and perhaps for their linguistic affiliation to be determined. Probably some of the surviving unclassified languages will be described, revealing the languages involved sufficiently well for them to be classified. Possibly sufficient additional attestation may be discovered for some of the extinct unclassified languages to allow them to be identified and perhaps classified. Possibly some of the undeciphered scripts will be deciphered, revealing the languages they represent. Some of these "unknowns" will become "knowns," and if the languages involved represent additional language families, then the overall number of language families in the world will change. However, appropriate, adequate methods for determining phylogenetic relationships among languages are crucial, and hypotheses of relatedness lacking in this regard will not be found persuasive. 
